
SEED-TO-SALE SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE 

WITH THE CANNABESECURE CLOUD VMS
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The cannabis industry has tight regulations in place regarding video
surveillance, and meeting those regulations isn’t always an easy task.
Cloud Video Surveillance meets the stringent standards set for both
video storage and video retention in states like California, Colorado
and Arkansas. Monitor multiple locations effortlessly and centralize

loss prevention with remote and mobile viewing using the
CannaBeSecure Cloud VMS.



BENEFITS OF CLOUD-BASED VIDEO

SURVEILLANCE
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Whether it’s one location or many, CannaBeSecure has 
the solution to meet your security needs.

Simplify your security camera management with a cost
effective solution that offers unlimited scalability.

Remotely monitor employees and assets in a market that is  
a prime target due to large amounts of cash on hand

 Easily access live and historic video, monitoring inventory to
help maximize revenue and return on assets.

 Broad camera compatibility with over 3,000 cameras,
including IP, analog and HD over Coax models from a variety

of brands.

Save money on security guards and get real-time alerts for
suspicious activity with advanced analytics like intrusion 

detection.

Open API platform allows for integration with a wide range of
third-party applications like access control platforms.



Each state has different video surveillance requirements for cannabis
operators to follow. While cloud storage is an ideal solution, you may
also be required to have on-premise storage as well. CannaBeSecure
offers both on-premise and cloud storage, recording to both locations for
reliability and redundancy. The intuitive interface stays the same
regardless of where your video is stored.     

CannaBeSecure also understands that many states have video retention
requirements for cannabis businesses. Using the CannaBeSecure Cloud
VMS, you can choose the retention period you need to meet in order to
meet regulations.

CANNABIS VIDEO STORAGE REQUIREMENTS BY STATE
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Discover peak business hours, track the number of people entering
and exiting your business and monitor traffic flow with people
counting.

Protect vulnerable areas like onsite safes and vaults, especially after
hours, with line crossing. When an individual crosses a preconfigured
line, you’ll receive a real time notification.

Reduce losses incurred from vandalism or break-ins with loitering.
You’ll always be alerted whenever someone stays in an area for too
long so you can respond to and resolve incidents immediately.

Ensure full regulation compliance and maintain your cameras’ field of
view with real-time camera tampering alerts whenever a camera is
blocked, covered or moved.

STRATEGIC INSIGHTS WITH ADVANCED ANALYTICS

Leveraging advanced analytics transforms your security cameras into
a powerful business optimization tool. The  CannaBeSecure Cloud

VMS has a wide array of analytics for you to utilize.



Limiting access to certain areas of your business is essential for smooth
business operations and regulatory compliance measures.

CannaBeSecure offers integrations with best-in-class access control
systems for a fully integrated security solution.

MANAGE ACCESS TO SENSITIVE LOCATIONS WITH

ACCESS CONTROL INTEGRATIONS


